STUDENT TESTIMONIES

1. A good and relevant programme that brings out the “entrepreneur’ in all of us. Quite educative, well planned and delivered even though we missed Dr Williams we thank God and appreciate the efforts of all those involved - HASSAN MOHAMMED MUNDU (Nigerian Customs)

2. Program is well packaged keep it up - ADETOYINBO ADEBOYE (Besther Nigeria Ltd)

3. Very stimulating and challenging experience that has made an unforgettable impact on me - LAWAL BOLATITO (FBLS Nig Ltd)

4. Great! Eye opener to strategies I need to focus on in starting my own business – DOMINIC EHIMEN (Unity Bank Plc)

5. Worthwhile experience - OJI CHUKWUENYEKA (Dazzle Furniture)

6. The faculty provides an impressive profile and the delivery was excellent - GABRIEL IORSASE (Nigerian Electricity Regulatory Commission)

7. The learning experience is wonderful with very challenging topics based on real life working scenarios and the idea of studying and solving issues together as a group – SIXTUS NTO MBAB (Bunch Energy)

8. The MiE programme is a one-stop shop for the requisite kits to overcome, over-power and be in-charge in the economically, politically and socially competitive and challenging world of today. Ultimately it bequeathes students with the transition
from employee to employer in a manner that emphasizes sustainability, legacy, originality and congruence. – Victor Adoji (Zenith Bank Plc)

9. The program has been very helpful in developing my knowledge on Business management as well as Entrepreneurship. The practicality is wonderful
- Onuigbo Kelechi

10. My wife will be coming for this programme whenever she is Nigeria. I am happy for the whole experience. The package is just made for me. I love you all and May God bless all your projects- Samuel Onyishi (Peace Mass Transit)

11. Great Job! - Ibrahim Dankaba

12. The course is interesting and educative. Please keep it up. With all I have learnt so far I would be able to resign and form my own company and manage successfully after 30 years working for others- Anthony Moffoi (Abumet Nigeria Ltd)
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The MBA in Entrepreneurship (MiE) Objective

The primary objective of this programme is not the introduction of abstract theories but the application of practice experience through research; for the development of individual capabilities and gainful enterprises. We believe this is one sincere way by which a nation can grow tremendously and develop a truly sustainable economy –
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